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Geraldton Local Supplier Survey Plugging the Leaks, Report 2014 

 

Background 

 

Regional Development Australia Midwest and Gascoyne commissioned the services of 
PRACYS consultants to develop a Local Supplier Survey: Plugging the Leaks to find out where 
supply ‘leaks’ occur in the region, and how some of these could be ‘plugged’ locally, to keep 
Geraldton’s economy vibrant. 

The survey was disseminated via the Mid West Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(MWCCI), the Master Builders Association (MBA), the Small Business Centre Mid West 
(SBCMW), and Geraldton Tourism Association through the Geraldton Visitor Centre (GVC) 
and directly to businesses. The City of Greater Geraldton encouraged participation 
promoting the survey in the Geraldton Guardian, through the City’s ‘Talk about Greater 
Geraldton’ full page advertisement. 

Survey respondents went into a draw to win a locally purchased iPad.  

 

Knock, Knock… Who’s there?    

Some businesses were visited ‘face-to-face’ offering the opportunity to discuss any issues or 
ask questions about the survey. The one-on-one conversations allowed RDAMWG to 
discover what operators are currently experiencing in this economic climate, what ‘leakage’ 
issues are affecting their businesses in Geraldton generally from their perspective. 

Through the survey, businesses were encouraged to share what goods or services they felt 
were missing in Geraldton. They were asked what goods and/or services they were spending 
money on out of town, and what were the reasons, is this because there are gaps, or is it a 
cost factor? 

Some interesting issues arose from the survey and they are detailed in the following pages. 
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Executive Summary 

Let’s Keep It Local Where We Can 

Regional WA faces a ‘David and Goliath’ battle with growing globalisation, the continued 
rationalisation of many government and community services and the increase of big 
businesses moving in - and moving the money out.  

Although the recent downturn of the iron ore mining industry plays a role in this, with 
companies downsizing their workforce, Geraldton businesses still miss out on opportunities 
to capitalise on the supply of goods and services to big projects. 

They also miss opportunities to supply to each other – here, in the North West and 
elsewhere, and other businesses are using ‘out of town’ suppliers for a variety of reasons 
including lack of knowledge of who and what is available in their home town. 

This report summarises the results of the survey undertaken by a number of Geraldton 
companies where they were asked a series of ‘supplier’ related questions and many were 
interviewed face-to-face, with some quite candid responses. 

Rural Australia continues to experience big changes and many regional WA towns are 
struggling to survive. Fishing and farming are no longer the big pillars of economic stability 
they once were, and with the sudden iron ore resource industry downturn other strategies 
need to be explored to keep Geraldton businesses operating successfully. 

The mission of this survey is to help connect local businesses, so they can all work together 
to see where we can ‘Plug the Leaks’ from Geraldton, identify opportunities to supply each 
other to retain more wealth and social capital in the local economy, and become more 
resilient in a changing economy. 
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Survey Results 

The survey consisted of questions ranging from the industry sector of the businesses 

surveyed, number of employees, business turnover and expenditure, to businesses’ 

knowledge of what is available to them locally and elsewhere. 

 

Question 1 asked businesses to identify the industry they were involved in. The survey 

respondents fitted into eight sectors:  

 

The survey consisted of questions ranging from the industry sector of the businesses 

surveyed, number of employees, business turnover and expenditure, to businesses’ 

knowledge of what is available to them locally and elsewhere. 

 

Question 1 asked businesses to identify the industry they were involved in. The survey 

respondents fitted into eight sectors:  

 

 

Retail 25.8% 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 22.6% 

Housing Construction 19.4% 

Mining 12.9% 

Public Infrastructure Construction 6.5% 

Commercial Construction 6.5% 

Mining Construction 3.2% 

Food Product Manufacturing 3.3%  

 

Question 2 identified that across these sectors they ranged in size from those that 

employed two to four people – the highest at 38%, to those that employed 20 to 49 people 

and 50 to 99 people representing 3.6% each, with the 100 to 399 employees coming in at 

5.5%. 

 

Question 3 asked how many locations the company leases or owns floor space. 

The survey revealed 68% of businesses lease or own floor space in Geraldton, with about 

19% leasing floor space outside of Geraldton but within the Mid West region. 
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Local businesses own or lease 5.7% of floor space in Perth with 3.8% elsewhere in the State, 
and 1.9% interstate and/or overseas. 

It could be concluded from this that Geraldton businesses are acting on opportunities to 

grow their business across Western Australia. 

 

Question 4 asked businesses to indicate if they own floor space in multiple locations and 
where those locations are. 

 

Most companies predominantly operate out of Geraldton with 88.9% of respondents having 

floor space in the city; 27.8% outside of Geraldton but within the Mid West and 27.8% 

saying they have floor space in Perth. 22.2% have floor space elsewhere in the State with 

11.1% in other states or territories and 5.6% overseas. 
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Question 5 asked: What was your business’s approximate turnover in the 2012/13 financial 

year? 

 

Survey results identified approximately one quarter of surveyed businesses’ turnover was 
between $500,000 and $2 million in the 2012/13 financial year. 

Another quarter indicated their turnover was over $2 million, with the remaining half 
almost evenly divided into fifths ranging from zero to $50,000 and over. 
It could be concluded that if more businesses used local suppliers they could improve each 

others’ bottom line. 

 

Question 6 followed on with what was your business’s approximate expenditure in the 

2012/13 financial year relative to turnover? 
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The above expenditure statistics when viewed in comparison to Question 5 indicates some 

concerns for local small business in that their expenditure is relatively high in comparison to 

their turnover figures, however many businesses declined to answer this question. 

 

In addition in Question 7 they were asked to identify which performance option in the table 
below, applied to them: 

Answer Options Shrunk 
Remained the 

same 
Grown 

In the past three years, in terms of sales has your 
business 

13 13 21 

In the past three years, in terms of turnover has your 
business 

12 13 21 

In the past three years, in terms of employment has 
your business 

11 20 15 

In the past three years, in terms of plant and equipment 
has your business 

4 24 18 

 

As indicated in the above table most businesses demonstrated growth in sales and turnover, 

in terms of employment a large majority stayed the same as did plant and equipment. 

 

In Question 8 respondents were asked to consider another primary supplier and where they 
are located. 

 

Responses indicated that 60% of businesses used local suppliers and that Geraldton 
businesses use 20% of Perth-based suppliers, leaving the remaining 20% supplied from 
elsewhere in WA, interstate or overseas. 

This represents a considerable supply ‘leak’. 

 

 

Where is this supplier located?

Geraldton

Outside Geraldton but within the
Region

Perth

Elsewhere in WA

In other States or Territories

Overseas
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Question 9 asked survey respondents: to your knowledge, is there a supplier available 

locally that could provide you with the same good or service? 

 

 
 

10.5% of survey respondents said that to their knowledge a local supplier was available for 
the particular goods or service they required, while 89.5% said they were not aware of the 
availability of a local supplier for the provision of the same goods or service. 

This may indicate a lack of awareness of some goods and/or services available locally and 
the fact that they are not promoted well across the business community. 

It could also be a reflection of the cost of local supply. 

Many business owners are too busy working in the business to work on their business 
thereby sometimes missing opportunities to discover what is locally available at a 
competitive price. 

This was made clear when conducting face-to-face interviews as part of the survey, and 
where possible, information and contacts were passed on to interviewees for future 
consideration. 

This identifies the need for greater communication with local businesses through service 
providers such as the MWCCI itself or the Chamber’s Regional Networks and Business 
Development Coordinator, SBCMW, greater networking, or a local suppliers’ directory or 
increasing the business community’s knowledge of who does what, when and where.  
  

To your knowledge, is there a supplier available locally that could provide 
you with the same good or service?

Yes

No
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Question 10: Why do you believe there is not a local supplier for this good or service? 

 

When survey participants were asked to consider a goods and/or service supplier and why 
they believed there is not a local one available, more than 60% advised they thought a 
limited demand would be a factor and therefore not sustainable for a local business. 

Respondents said a limited demand for some goods and/or services, coupled with the start-
up costs associated in setting up a business and ongoing overheads, did not warrant some 
businesses setting up as they could not remain sustainable in a competitive local market 
place. 

However some suppliers remained sustainable as they supplied industry specific goods as 
their core business, and often supplied to the rest of Australia. 
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Question 11 asked: What are the primary reasons for not choosing the local alternative?  

Operators also explained that the variety of local goods and services were not always 
comparable and 50% felt that the quality of some of the local goods and services were not 
comparable with sourcing out of town, this is reflected in question 16. 

 

 

Face-to-face 100% of businesses surveyed openly said one of the reasons they did not use a 
local alternative was because of cost. They said it was just too expensive in comparison to 
often cheaper choices in Perth. 

Purchasing alliances could be formed to increase the purchasing power for local goods and 
services and could go some way to overcoming the cost of supply. For example the purchase 
of vehicle tyres or printer cartridges or a commodity that is common to most businesses. 

50% of respondents believed local suppliers are inefficient, too slow, lack good customer 
service and do not follow up with their clients. Many business operators said local 
companies do not get back to them when they say they will. 

Courses in customer service could be undertaken by local suppliers to raise their profile and 
service delivery. Word of mouth remains the best form of advertising. Poor customer 
service was high on the list of negatives throughout the survey. 
 

Question 12: 

Survey participants were asked to rate the service of their supplier with most businesses 
indicating they were generally happy with the service of their current supplier.  
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Question 13 

The next survey question asked participants to consider one of their primary suppliers in 
terms of expenditure. Where is this supplier located? 

 

55.6% of respondents said their primary supplier was located in Geraldton; 2.8% said 
outside of Geraldton but in the Mid West, while 36% used a primary supplier in Perth and 
5.6% used an interstate company as their primary supplier. 

This represents a leakage of 41.6% of business using suppliers from outside the Mid West 
equating to nearly half. 

As noted in Question 9 this identifies the need for greater communication with local 
businesses through service providers such as the MWCCI itself or the Chamber’s Regional 
Networks and Business Development Coordinator, SBCMW, greater networking, or a local 
suppliers’ directory or increasing the business community’s knowledge of who does what, 
when and where.  
  

Where is this supplier located?

Geraldton

Outside Geraldton but within the
Region

Perth

Elsewhere in WA

In other States or Territories

Overseas
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The next question, Question 14, asked: To your knowledge, is there a supplier available 
locally that could provide you with the same good or service? 

18.8% of respondents said they were aware there was a local supplier available that could in 
fact, supply them with the same goods or services in comparison to 81.2% advising no, they 
were not aware of the local availability. 

 

In the face-to-face interviews some operators that often work regionally or remotely agreed 
a locally produced, local content directory for the mining and manufacturing services could 
be beneficial to many local companies who work in areas they are not familiar with, and 
where phone service is often poor. 

For example, a Geraldton business with a broken windscreen on a prime mover on a service 
road out of Mt Magnet could find out who in the vicinity was able to replace the 
windscreen. Often companies pay high costs for call out fees for operators to travel to 
regional locations when there could be a local alternative available that a company is 
unaware of. 

Members of the MWCCI attend monthly Business after Hours (BAH) functions, however an 
opportunity could exist to introduce industry clusters and networking with an ‘industry’ 
focus. This could be a good way for businesses to demonstrate what goods and services 
they can provide locally. 

Many ‘blue collar’ business operators are too busy to attend the more formal BAH functions 
and would prefer to network with their contemporaries on common ground, without having 
to go home and ‘get cleaned up’.  

  

To your knowledge, is there a supplier available locally that could provide 
you with the same good or service?

Yes

No
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Question 15 asked: Why do you believe there is not a local supplier for this good or service? 

More than 70% of businesses said limited demand was the main reason they believed there 
is not a Geraldton supplier for this particular good or service. 

 

 

Question 16: What are the primary reasons for not choosing the local alternatives? 

A resounding 100% responded for not choosing the local alternative that it was too 
expensive to use local; and 50% responded the lack of quality, 50% inefficiency and another 
50% citing loyalty to an existing supplier. 
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Question 17 asked businesses to consider another one of their primary suppliers in terms of 
expenditure and to specify the good or service they provide and where this supplier is 
located. 

 

59.4% of respondents said this supplier is located in Geraldton, with 3.1% saying their 
supplier was outside of Geraldton but still in the Mid West, a notable 25% in Perth and 3.1% 
of businesses citing 3.1% located elsewhere in WA and 12.6% in other states or territories. 

Question 18: To your knowledge, is there a supplier available locally that could provide you 
with the same good or service? 

 
 

Where is this supplier located?

Geraldton

Outside Geraldton but within the
Region

Perth

Elsewhere in WA

In other States or Territories

Overseas

To your knowledge, is there a supplier available locally that could provide 
you with the same good or service?

Yes

No
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21.4% of survey participants responded to their knowledge there was a supplier locally that 
could provide this service, however 78.6% responded that they were not aware of a locally 
available alternative. 

This is a large percentage of a lack of knowledge of a local alternative and further endorses 
the need for improved communication locally of our small businesses, goods and services. 
Often they lack experience and time to promote their products, insufficient staff and 
marketing tools may also play a part in this demonstrated outcome. 
 

Question 19: Why do you believe there is not a local supplier for this good or service? 

 

A too competitive market overall, not just locally, is the reason 58.3% of businesses believed 
there is not a local supplier, and 50% responded there was a limited demand. The cost of 
start-up is too high 16.7% cited, with another 33.3% saying the cost of overheads was a 
factor, while 16.6% said limited infrastructure was an issue for local business. 
It is interesting to note that only 16.6% of respondents said limited infrastructure was an 
issue. 
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Question 20: What are the primary reasons for not choosing the local alternative? 

 
 

The same responses were evident in this last survey question.  

 

Question 21: Businesses were then asked to rate how well the following was being met by 
their supplier on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 is worst and 5 the best. 

Answer 
Options 

1 2 3 4 5 

Price 2 1 12 11 7 

Quality 1 2 7 15 8 

Efficiency 1 3 8 12 9 

Reliability 2 2 5 13 11 

Loyalty 1 5 7 13 7 
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Face-to-face interview findings 

There’s a Hole in the Bucket… 

One-on-one, face-to-face interviews with local business operators revealed more in depth 
concerns about the ‘leakages’ from the region and most of those interviewed were very 
candid. 
 

Mining Sector 

Before the recent downturn in the iron ore mining sector there were particularly noticeable 
leakages, however many of these leakages could not be plugged because the goods and 
services required by the resource sector could not be supplied locally. 

Opportunities for local businesses could be more successful in this sector with an actively 
engaged local procurement officer promoting networks and tendering opportunities across 
the region. 

A procurement officer would alert businesses to the availability of tender opportunities and 
help them understand compliancy, tendering requirements, costs and pricing, human 
resources and occupational health and safety requirements.  

A procurement officer would help with successfully liaising between businesses, mining 
companies and others including State and Local Government to aid the tender process. It’s 
about good communication, sharing knowledge, and training and awareness for local 
businesses. 

The Mid West Chamber of Commerce and Industry MWCCI and the Small Business Centre 
Mid West SBCMW are service providers in Geraldton available to offer business advice with 
access to a wide array of knowledge and resources. RDA Mid West-Gascoyne, and the 
MWDC can advise people of funding programs or services available that are often not 
known about by small businesses. 

ProjectConnect, promoted through the MWCCI is the successful online service designed to 
list project opportunities and connect Australian businesses to find industry suppliers and 
identify new business opportunities and tenders, is a boon for Geraldton, and needs 
continual promotion across all small to medium enterprises to maximise their opportunities. 
All companies can visit www.projectconnect.com.au to register to list their business. 

This is one example of opportunities that need to be continually promoted across the region 
as business management often changes. 

It was revealed through the survey that many business owners are often too busy working 
in the business rather than on it. This is an ongoing issue for many.  

Improved communication, informing industry of any new initiatives and possible 
developments planned in the region would be a good partnership between service 
providers and private enterprise.  

There appears to be a lack of liaison between service providers and business enterprises. 
Improved communication and networking would benefit the community at large. 

http://www.projectconnect.com.au/
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‘Industry clusters’ could be considered on site. Service providers could also participate, in 
conjunction with businesses, to share knowledge and reduce this gap. Knowledge sharing is 
often a catalyst for creative ideas and opens up opportunities. 

The MWCCI and SBCMW play an important part in training, providing updates, networking 
and promoting and supporting local businesses. 

The SBCMW worked in conjunction with the MWCCI to present a Tender Preparation and 
Pricing Workshop in Geraldton, more of this type of workshop should be encouraged. 

Workshops have been continually delivered over the years which is good news as 
businesses change hands, new businesses start up, companies undergo new management, 
rules and regulations change, and new legislation is announced. 

Alliances … working together 

Pooling resources and forming alliances to collectively tender for opportunities could go a 
long way to securing a tender. 

Geraldton businesses are feeling the effects of a downturn in the economy and working 
together could benefit many. 

There are a number of local companies working independently in the Pilbara. Forming an 
alliance could present an opportunity for them to work collaboratively and assist in their 
collective business growth. 

It has been suggested that a few businesses consider looking at a combined ‘shop front’ in 
Port Hedland or Karratha for example. 

Suppliers … is there any local loyalty? 

Riding the fast and furious economic wave during mining project construction phases did 
not allow some businesses to capitalise as successfully as they could have. They were 
galloping along with a sense of urgency and pressure to complete jobs, affording little or no 
time to fully examine the costs of goods and services from suppliers. 

In fact, some local businesses confessed on reflection, they did not have the adequate 
processes or procedures in place during this period and it cost them financially. 

It is only now that these same businesses have had time to re-examine the history and 
processes fully. 

In recent times unfortunately, some companies have had to reduce staff numbers. 

Anecdotal evidence points towards the fact there appears to be little loyalty or policy in 
place from some businesses to support local companies. Not all businesses have this 
attitude, but many do citing that some local suppliers are ‘resting on their laurels’, are not  
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Real Estate 

At this point in time the real estate market in Geraldton is stagnant. Real Estate prices in 
Geraldton have dropped with a distinct increase in the number of properties available 
creating a ‘soft market’ according to real estate representatives. 

This has led to property owners being forced to reduce their asking price as the supply 
outstrips demand.  

There is also a notable increase in the availability of rental properties. Rental properties 
which were scarce a few months ago are now in abundance. Property managers in 
partnership with owners have offered reduced rates in an attempt to secure tenancy and 
sales. 

Leakages are evident here. For example property consultants/developers with a strong 
marketing campaign sell off the plan to investors from interstate or Perth. 

These developers have pushed a strong sales campaign, on the back of the revived dream of 
Oakajee Port becoming a reality, gaining some traction in luring investors. 

Self-managed super funds have been on the increase creating a leak with much investment 
made outside of Geraldton into commercial or private real estate. 

Road Transport  

Many leakages are being experienced from the transport industry sector, the majority in the 
goods or services areas such as fuel/oils, purchasing of prime movers, trailers etc. The 
majority of mechanical components needed for this sector are manufactured and imported 
purely because of the reduced import costs.  

Many WA companies that manufactured mechanical components have now closed their 
doors as they were simply unable to compete with cheap overseas imports. 

An interesting leakage involved a local bulk haulage company that pointed out there is no 
direct general freight service on a weekly basis from Geraldton to Port Hedland or Karratha. 
All freight from Geraldton to Port Hedland is transported to Perth before it is forwarded on 
to Port Hedland or Karratha. 

There are two issues here – the time factor and the extra costs. In some cases it is essential 
to use overnight freight carriers which incur considerably more expense for the business. 

A solution was found to help plug this leak by connecting another local company that was 
doing a regular Pilbara run with its own products, with the bulk haulage business. This 
reduced both companies’ transport costs considerably. 

There are a growing number of businesses procuring work in the Pilbara and the Kimberley, 
we simply need to network more and connect the dots. 
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Air services 

Survey responses highlighted the absence of direct flights from Geraldton to the Pilbara, 
representing a costly leakage both time wise and financially, with travellers frequently 
waiting for connections to Karratha and Port Hedland. 

The lack of direct flights also impacts on FIFO workers who live in Geraldton and work in the 
Pilbara. 

The opportunity to grow tourism across the region is compromised from the lack of direct 
flights. 

Direct flights, some cross promotion and the development of packages with airlines and 
local tourism operators could increase the region’s tourist potential. 

With a great climate, water activities and a laid back lifestyle, direct flights would present an 
opportunity to capture some of the FIFO market or visitors from the North looking for a 
short break or holiday. 

The City of Greater Geraldton with support from the MWCCI is in talks with Virgin and 
Qantas to explore the possibility of direct flights from Geraldton to the Pilbara. 

Advertising for Staff 

Survey respondents noted the high cost of advertising for staff in the local newspaper, the 
Geraldton Guardian and the West Australian. This was the preferred method of recruitment 
and many operators felt they received poor responses in contrast to the cost of advertising. 

Many of these vacancies include trade operators such as boilermakers, welders, heavy duty 
diesel mechanics, HR truck drivers, and plant operators. 

The MWCCI has been approached and may be able to look at requirements and collective 
advertising packages for local operators to reduce costs.  

Rail 

A discussion was had with Brookfield Rail, a company that has invested heavily in the local 
community.  

The possibility was discussed for a local operator to produce and supply concrete rail 
sleepers; all Brookfield’s sleepers have been imported from Queensland. A company was 
initially interested but moved its focus onto its operations outside of Geraldton. This 
opportunity is still open, however the windfall of the original supply need has passed but 
expansion could see demand crank up again. 

Medical services 

The survey highlighted a significant leakage from professional, scientific and technical 
services. 
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These leakages are predominantly for medical services or professional services that are not 
available locally. People are often ‘referred’ to Perth for further treatment or consultations. 

Anecdotal evidence is that some local GPs automatically refer patients to Perth even though 
there is a ‘specialist’ in Geraldton. 

Some respondents felt that if the few local specialist medical providers are not supported, 
people will continue travelling to Perth for treatment which could deter other specialists 
from considering setting up practice in Geraldton. 

This is costly for many people, many kilometres from their homes, their support networks 
and most importantly their family. 

This leakage is having an increased and noticeable effect on the wellbeing of regional 
people’s health. 

The Patient Assisted Transport Scheme (PATS) provides a subsidy towards the cost of travel 
and accommodation for eligible regional residents who are required to travel a long 
distance, for certain categories of specialised medical services, however it is very limited. 

Some people go without a medical specialist’s treatment because of this.  

Discussion could be had amongst the local medical fraternity network to improve the 
outcome for locals. 

Accounting services and law professionals 

Many businesses indicated in the survey that they prefer to utilise accounting services 
outside of Geraldton. 

Respondents said they felt more comfortable discussing their business with someone ‘out of 
town’ and ‘didn’t want anyone knowing their financial affairs’. 

Another professional leakage for Geraldton is the use of law professionals in Perth. 

Larger businesses and corporates spend a considerable amount per annum on legal services 
outside of Geraldton; one local company spends about $2 million a year outsourcing legal 
services to Perth. 

As Geraldton does not have all the required, qualified law services, there is an opportunity 
for some of the specialised legal practitioners to hang up their shingle with a branch in 
Geraldton. 

Human Resources 

This is another important and quickly growing business requirement. The idea has been 
floated locally with some HR providers to consider working together with a legal 
representative specialising in HR to together offer a qualified legal service and provide 
service and training in this field for local businesses.  

Printing Services 

Survey feedback included comments that some of Geraldton’s bigger businesses utilise out 
of town printing services, but expected local businesses to support them. 
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It would appear there are smaller operators who use ‘out of town’ printers as well citing 
quality and price as the main reasons. 

Marine servicing, construction and manufacturing 

The local marine industry is in decline with dramatic changes in the fishing industry and the 
trend towards servicing the oil and gas industry in the North West of the State. 

Survey results indicate there are issues and leakages around the marine servicing, 
construction and manufacturing cluster in Geraldton. 

The Geraldton Boat Lifter is a great facility and service originally commissioned and built to 
service the demand for the fishing industry, visiting yachts and trawlers.  

With the introduction of the quota system in the cray fishing industry and the number of 
fishing boats in decline, the cluster of associated marine businesses that serviced this 
industry at the Fisherman’s Wharf has felt the flow on effect and has almost disappeared. 

The emergence of bigger boats, up to 200 tonnes in weight, some 10 metres wide and 
getting bigger, rendering the boat lifter incapable of servicing these larger boats. 

The survey revealed many marine servicing businesses believed they would be moving on to 
the proposed Oakajee Port facilities - this has not eventuated. 

Geraldton has a small number of boat builders and according to the survey they use 
imported boat building components including marine engines from overseas. 

However, they do actively utilise local services where required and available. 

With a referral from RDAMWG one boat building business completed a business review with 
Enterprise Connect, the Federal Government’s initiative where eligible businesses can 
undergo a free business review. This will assist the company with the changes and directions 
needed for continued strong growth. Interested companies can visit Enterprise Connect at 
www.commerce.wa.gov.au/ 

The boat building industry faces strong competition from overseas companies with cheap 
labour costs. The threat is that buyers will look overseas for cheaper options. 

With the local fishing fleet greatly reduced the demand for marine servicing has diminished 
and small marine businesses need to develop different marketing strategies, look to other 
markets or diversify. 

The need for awareness of goods and services available locally and the need for businesses 
to diversify is important. They must continuously look for other opportunities in the market 
place. 

Tourism – Are we there yet? 

The tourism industry is a work in progress for Geraldton, a city that for so long has not been 
recognised as a destination but as a stopover for fuel and food on the way to somewhere 
else. 

 

 

http://www.commerce.wa.gov.au/
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Over the past 10 years Geraldton has grown exponentially as a tourist destination. The City 
of Greater Geraldton (CGG) has invested a lot of effort and money into raising the city’s 
profile as a place to visit with its ‘Take a Fresh Look’ branding.  

In the past Geraldton has not marketed itself well, and although the CGG is leading the way 
in some respects in this area, considerable work needs to be done with local operators, 
visitor information centres and service providers, working together to ‘plug the leaks’ in the 
local tourism industry, to fully develop and market the uniqueness and potential of the 
region. 

Aboriginal tourism ideas and cultural experiences are in development. Getting tourism 
operators and other support agencies working collaboratively locally and cross regionally 
can only increase visitation to Geraldton, and then financially and socially everyone benefits. 

The CGG put out for submission a draft RV-friendly strategy to gather feedback on making 
Geraldton a friendly place for RV travellers. 

A MWCCI workshop identified the opportunity to develop ‘Garden Tourism’ and ‘Dark 
Tourism’ – exploring some of the more infamous aspects of Geraldton! 

Eighteen cruise ships are expected to dock in Geraldton in 2015; local operators need to be 
engaged to maximise the opportunity and/or value add; these passengers come from all 
walks of life and all over the world and if they’ve had a good experience they will tell their 
friends and family, great free advertising for the region. 

Tourism marketing 

Tourism based businesses in this region firmly expressed their disappointment with tourist 
body Australia’s Coral Coast (ACC). 

Local tourism operators have expressed disappointment with advertising on Australia’s 
Coral Coast (ACC); they say it is out of date and they feel Geraldton has been overlooked. 

ACC is managed and operates from Perth. Many survey respondents queried why this 
organisation is not positioned here in Geraldton, the heart of the Coral Coast, to be more in 
touch with the region they are servicing. The ACC Board does not have a Geraldton 
representative and tourism operators see this as another ‘head office’ in Perth, out of touch 
with the region, the operators and issues relating to the area. 

Comments included: ‘we never see the representatives here’, ‘what is the benefit for us as a 
region – what outcomes have been achieved with the ACC?’  

Local operators commented that they felt there was a big push to market and advertise the 
South-West of WA, a little of Kalbarri and of course Exmouth and the whale sharks. 

Geraldton needs an annual signature event to put it high on the tourist radar (Minister for 
Tourism, the Hon Liz Harvey endorsed this idea during a visit to Geraldton in March 2014). 
The CGG has allocated some funding to explore this initiative. 
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Building   

The building industry in Geraldton is facing some strong competition with a number of 
Perth’s bigger builders moving into the local market for a piece of the real estate action. 

Feedback reveals a ‘them and us’ feeling in this sector with locals advising they cannot 
compete with the competitive pricing structure the influx of Perth builders offer who, as 
bigger operators, have increased purchasing power across the board with some also running 
state-wide operations.  

Local builders said some newcomers purchase very little in Geraldton, often bringing up pre-
made cupboards, kitchens and their own electricians and cabinet makers etc. 

A local glass company has been a little disappointed with some businesses still purchasing 
their glass from Perth. The reason, some operators offered, is that they already had a buying 
arrangement in place with a Perth supplier and were happy with that. 

Other companies were concerned the local product was too expensive for them. They also 
expressed the concern that if they cancelled their current arrangements and used a local 
supplier who proved to be unable to deliver the quantity and service they expected, they 
may not be able to re-establish a purchasing arrangement in Perth. 

A strong local marketing campaign is suggested as it is clear many people are still not aware 
of the glass production in Geraldton. A series of short ‘familiarisation’ tours of the factory to 
promote this business and products could be arranged. Other suppliers could benefit from 
opening their doors with a similar tour. 

Also discounts of ‘window treatments’ when purchasing windows from this company were 
not advertised locally to the general public. Local builders are aware of the value added 
attraction of this, however do not seem to take up the opportunity, or to pass the 
information on to clients. 

City of Greater Geraldton and Western Australian Local Government 
Association (WALGA)  

Quite a few survey respondents expressed disappointment at being unsuccessful in securing 
work with local government authorities and the CGG. 

Many businesses feel they are ‘not getting a look in’. Various builders said they feel that 
buildings that are architecturally designed in Perth have Perth suppliers nominated by the 
architect. Limestone blocks were cited as an example that have been imported when an 
excellent quality product is available in Geraldton. 

Business operators believe the culture of the CGG has changed; where once staff of the 
‘shire’ were locals with sound knowledge of goods and services in their community now 
there are many new employees not as familiar with the building community or its services. 

The Local Government Tendering process was continually brought up for discussion. 

A procurement officer could help tenderers to fill in requests for tender documents to assist 
them in completing the documents correctly and help understand tendering requirements, 
compliancy, costs and pricing, human resources and occupational health and safety 
requirements.  
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One business operator believes he recently lost his contract with the CGG to a supplier 
outside of Geraldton because of cost cutting by the CGG and asked if there is any ‘buy local’ 
policy in place. 

MWCCI CEO Rob Jefferies has been made aware of these beliefs and is working closely with 
the CGG to explore improving outcomes for local operators. 

The CGG offers feedback to unsuccessful tenderers and encourages them to take up this 
opportunity to enable them to be more successful in the future.  

Home Based Business 

Home Based Businesses (HBB) are rapidly growing in Geraldton, across all industry sectors 
ranging from marketing/web designers to auto electricians. Fast internet connectivity is a 
necessity for the success of some of these businesses. Connectivity is limited in some areas 
of Geraldton and surrounds. 

The National Broadband Network (NBN) service is a work in progress that continues to be 
slowly rolled out, however some residential areas will not have access to this service 
because their location is not within the NBN footprint. This may be an encumbrance for 
some HBBs development and successful operations. 

The advent of the NBN could open up opportunities for HBB operators encouraging more 
people to relocate to the region to take advantage of the lifestyle options and grow their 
business. There is no reason why a HBB could not be operated from Geraldton while 
servicing global clients, in fact one or two do just that. 

For example internet service provider Westnet, originally a home based business founded in 
Geraldton in 1994 went on to be acquired by iiNet in 2008 in a deal worth $81 million. 

Many operators in this field are often well travelled and educated and can easily move if the 
community is not welcoming and creative. 

State Government – Department of Finance-Government Procurement 

A recurring comment was that there is not a clear awareness of ‘who does what’ in the 
Geraldton community. 

There is confusion around the WA Government’s Finance Department, in particular the 
State Procurement contracts. Many comments were received about the current process. 

Many businesses claim the process is confusing and difficult to understand. 

A local baker requested a face-to-face meeting and discussed the ‘bread’ products being 
imported in Geraldton.  

This operator is in the process of building new premises at Webberton and will be producing 
large quantities of bread including some boutique varieties already available in local 
restaurants/cafés. However to be able to supply to some of the larger State Government 
departments he was advised he would be required to be on the ‘Group Buying 
Arrangement’ Provision of Food & Groceries (Mid West) 1 Feb 2013 – 31 Jan 2015. 
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A check of the preferred supplier list for the Mid West revealed only nine businesses are on 
the preferred supplier list for the Mid West, two of which are Perth based companies. 

Anecdotal evidence points to a big financial leakage with this process. 

This issue could be investigated with the Government Finance Department and the MWCCI 
to see how more local businesses could get on board. 

In conjunction with this ‘leakage’, the Local Government Tendering and West Australian 
Local Government Authority (WALGA) was regularly brought up in conversation by 
businesses not at all happy with the current tendering process. 

A couple of examples include: 

A company that designs and manufactures plant and equipment all over Australia told the 
story of not being able to supply a ‘water truck’ to the Shire of Irwin because they were not 
a preferred supplier on the WALGA list – Howard Porter is, so when a water truck was 
required it came from Perth through the preferred supplier list. Many small shires must go 
through this same process. 

Another industrial supplier shared the story of spending a lot of time with what they 
thought was a potential buyer for a product custom built for local conditions only to find the 
shire (the potential client) purchased out of town from the WALGA preferred supplier list. 
This comment was shared many times. 

Information could be supplied to local businesses to demonstrate how to become a 
preferred WALGA supplier. 

Many businesses are unaware of the WALGA E-Tendering portal, the electronic 
procurement and tendering web pages designed to improve the tender process. Tenders 
from councils in WA can be found on the website and interested parties can submit a 
tender. Businesses can visit: www.tenderlink.com/walga/ 

The City of Greater Geraldton also offers the same service and companies can register to 
automatically receive notifications for all Request for Tender (RFT), Expressions of Interest 
(EOI), and formal Requests for Quotes (RFQ). To learn more about Tenderlink contact the 
City’s Governance and Risk Department on 9956 6644 or visit: www.tenderlink.com/cgg/ 

Building Better Aboriginal Business 

There are quite a number of Aboriginal businesses in the region, driven by Aboriginal 
Associations and independents.  

The WA Government State Supply Commission presents an opportunity for Aboriginal 
businesses with its Supply Policy. Again little is known or understood about this opportunity. 

Aboriginal businesses have had some wins recently with State tenders but very few people 
would be aware of this. This is why it’s so important to utilise workshops to disseminate this 
information. 

  

http://www.tenderlink.com/walga/
http://www.tenderlink.com/cgg/
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This is a massive financial leakage that with effective communication and a local workshop 
to disseminate information and promote the policy to service providers and Aboriginal 
businesses would be beneficial in growing Aboriginal business. 

The Perth SBDC’s Aboriginal Business Unit conducted a workshop in Perth and was 
approached to facilitate the same workshop in Geraldton for Mid West Aboriginal 
businesses. It is believed more than 25 local Aboriginal businesses could have benefited 
from this workshop and imparted knowledge.  
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Suggestions from interviewees 

Hot Galvanising Dip  

A lot of feedback was received around the concept of establishing a galvanising plant in 
Geraldton for the manufacturing sector. 

This potential for the community to install and operate locally its own galvanising plant was 
strong. 

The Galvanisers Association of Australia and Australasia was contacted to understand the 
complexities of this, the special DPI licences required, the energy requirements to run these 
plants 24/7 was important. The President of the Australasian Galvanising association was 
keen to support endeavours in this area and suggested a feasibility study. 

DIAB Engineering owner, the late David Payne, expressed interest. Enterprise Connect 
approved funding for a feasibility study for this initiative. However due to the sudden, sad 
passing of Mr Payne, this project has now been put on hold while the company regroups. 

This was a great outcome for the region and businesses collectively. There is big potential 
for the local market. 

A year ago Mr Payne spent some time in China visiting galvanising plants as he could see 
Geraldton businesses would struggle to be competitive in the fabrication stakes for Oakajee 
Port if it went ahead, and also any oil and gas works. 

He recognised that although most iron ore miners do not require much galvanising material 
they could find it appealing if it could be sourced locally – some of the miners that use high 
salt wash down water could take advantage of the process. 

Concrete Railway Sleepers 

All are currently imported from Perth, Queensland or Port Hedland even Mt Newman. 
Brookfield Rail had encouraged a local operator now in Muchea, to produce these but his 
business has now gone in another direction.  

The opportunity is still there to manufacture concrete railway sleepers locally – working in 
conjunction with Brookfield Rail’s specifications. Track maintenance is currently sourced 
from overseas – there is an opportunity here. 

State and Local Government Tendering 

There is much potential for many local businesses, however operators would benefit from 
workshops on how the State and Local Tendering process works.  

It is strongly believed the system needs an overhaul and is streamlined for effective delivery 
for all. 
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Port Hedland Shop Front 

Local businesses that operate in Port Hedland or Karratha could explore the possibility to 
create an amalgamated shop front or a ‘pop up shop’ for all interested businesses, sharing 
costs, group displays and marketing, and offering quotes or sales/orders. 

They could grow their businesses together as an alliance and the possibility of setting up a 
‘Mid West Inc.’ 

Create a Loyalty Program  

There are many examples of ‘loyalty’ programs. 

A ‘buy local campaign’, using mobile stickers aimed at encouraging local residents to do 
more shopping by providing special discounts to people who sign up for the buy local 
campaign. 

Many creative ideas could be researched including a local money loyalty program, to a 
traditional credit card approach. 

Direct Air Flights – Geraldton to North West connection 

This would greatly reduce the financial leakages from the region if direct flights were 
available from Geraldton to the Pilbara and return. FIFO workers and local businesses would 
benefit greatly. 

It could also open up an opportunity from a tourism perspective to develop some holiday 
travel packages both ways, encouraging Pilbara residents to fly to Geraldton. 

Women always enjoy a short get away! Fly from the Pilbara to Geraldton, enjoy a pamper 
package with accommodation. 

Legally qualified HR Services and Training 

An opportunity exists for a local alliance of HR operators in conjunction with legal advisors 
and trainers. 

Powder Coating (for Aluminium/steel) 

One Geraldton company spends about $8,000 a month on powder coating services outside 
of Geraldton. 

Geraldton is currently lacking this service to powder coat longer lengths of steel/aluminium 
that are required for building locally for patios, garages or carports for example.  

Tyres – “really big tyres” 

Currently businesses that require large tyres purchase them outside of Geraldton. 

After discussion with some of the bigger businesses that require big tyres for loaders etc., 
there may be potential for a ‘bulk buy’ to benefit local business and reduce costs or an 
opportunity to value add to an existing business in this field. 

With the reduction of rubber production orders are taken 12 months in advance for many 
businesses.  
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Actions for Everyone 
 

Buy Local 

 Consider a local supplier with every purchase – they live and work here, are part of 
the community and losing them will be a bigger hole than just the business  

 Ask businesses/community to identify where there are business opportunities for 
local suppliers 

 Think of a fun program that encourages a loyalty between business and local 
residents – maybe a local currency, passbook, loyalty card 

 Increase awareness of local businesses eg restaurants/café a local produce recipe 
competition in conjunction with Farmers Markets and Sunshine Festival 

 Facilitating ‘supply contracts’ for local businesses  

 Encourage ‘cross-promotion’ locally 

 Encourage themed promotions, consider leveraging off events both business and 
social and reward excellence and participation 

 Marketing assistance especially for arts, co-operatives and clusters 
 

Quality of Service 

 Think about the service provided to your customers, make sure it is as good as it can 
be – what would you expect yourself? 

 Set a benchmark and support with regular training for staff and owners in customer 
service, visual displays, joint promotions 

 Regular recognition of excellent service locally making it a coveted award for staff 
and business 

 Organise a co-op to buy local inputs in bulk to save money 

 Join forces to create purchasing power, shared resources and reduced effort/costs. 

 Promote other local services to service seekers 

 Look to innovative examples such as Tom O’Toole of the Beechworth Bakery. See 
how his passion and entrepreneurship in a declining community turned the 
community’s fortunes around. Tom has now created the largest turnover bakery in 
the Southern Hemisphere in a town with a population of only 3000.  

 Encourage industry clusters locally, share local success stories  

 Network with other communities 
 

Other ideas 

 Publish a list of business opportunities in the local  newspaper 

 Undertake a feasibility study and present a business case for a new business in town 

 Make a good first impression with an entrance statement and a welcoming main 
street and businesses 

 Get local social volunteer groups involved, often business operators-development 
takes place when the  local community is involved and committed by their own 
investment 
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Other ideas continued 

 Explore the opportunities for e-commerce 

 Explore innovative, unexploited opportunities jointly 

 Explore ‘product customisation planning’ locally 

 Explore opportunities for iconic ‘events’ in the Mid West 

 Create a Geraldton/Mid West ‘Mining Services & Manufacturing’ Directory or/and  
Create a directory of local services and products 
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In conclusion 
 
Plugging the Leaks – It is not always that there is too little money flowing into the region but 
rather sometimes what and how we spend it. 

Often it can leak because money is spent on goods or services without a ‘local’ presence. 

It is also about how hard the money works, that is, how many times it is re-spent before it 
flows away – the multiplier effect. 

Developing stronger local links is critical and is often not always supported as well as it could 
be, for example between local businesses, people in the community and the local/state 
government sectors. 

Perhaps instead of asking what state the local economy is in we should ask the local people 
what they want the economy to become? The answer from local people could be much 
different to that of professionals. 

Plugging the leaks is not about closing off a community from the outside world and its 
connections. 

It is in fact about increasing awareness and promoting local networks or connections for 
increased economic and social outcomes for all. In so doing this will make us a richer 
community and gives us the ability to buy goods or services not available locally. 

It is not about blindly adopting a local purchasing program thinking this will fix all, in fact it 
won’t and can sometimes have a negative impact where businesses can become 
complacent, with too high prices and a reduced quality of service. 

Promoting and strengthening our networks locally and regionally, working together will 
build a stronger, healthier economy. 

Our people, our community are strong and diverse. With encouragement and support great 
initiatives will emerge to help plug the leaks. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


